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Abstract— Despite their popularity, occupancy grids cannot be
directly applied to problems where the identity of the objects
populating an environment needs to be taken into account (eg
object tracking, scene interpretation, etc), in this casesit is
necessary to postprocess the grid in order to extract object
information.

This paper approaches the problem by proposing a novel algo-
rithm inspired on image segmentation techniques. The proposed
approach works without prior knowledge about the number of
objects to be detected and, at the same time, is very fast. This
is possible thanks to the use of a novel Self Organizing Network
(SON) coupled with a dynamic threshold. Our experimental
results on both real and simulated data show that our approach
is robust and able to operate at normal camera framerate.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Occupancy grids [1], [2] are a tool of widespread use in
robotics. They decompose the space in a regular cells, and
assign to every cell a value, which represents the probability
of that cell being ”occupied” by an object. The exact nature of
the decomposed space depends on the particular application, it
may be, for example, euclidean space or a higher dimension
state-space which takes into account velocities, orientations,
etc.

Since individual objects may be represented by more than
one cell of an occupancy grid, it is not possible to keep track
of the objects’ identity. Hence applications like tracking, plan
recognition or long-term motion prediction, which are inher-
ently object-oriented, need to be able to ”extract” individual
objects from occupancy grids. This problem is closely related
to image segmentation and background extraction [3], [4] in
computer vision, where the goal is to identify homogeneous re-
gions in images as distinct from the background and belonging
to different objects. Actually, a bidimensional occupancygrid
may be regarded as an image where every cell corresponds to
a pixel and their value corresponds to a normalized intensity
value.

The output of most background segmentation techniques
consists of a bitmap image, where values of 0 and 1 cor-
respond to background and foreground, respectively (eg [5],
[6], [7])1. Having such a bitmap, the next processing step
consists of merging foreground pixels to form bigger groups
corresponding to candidate objects, this process is known as
object extraction.

1It is worth noting, however, that some of these approaches deal internally
with more than two classes.

One common procedure to perform object extraction con-
sists in finding 4 or 8-connected components. This is done
using efficient algorithms whose time complexity is linear
with respect to the number of pixels in the bitmap [8], [9]. A
problem with this approach is that it usually produces many
small regions which may correspond to noise but may also
correspond to larger regions which failed to merge.

One approach to dealing with this situation is to filter out
regions composed by less than a given number of pixels [10].
Although this approach is fast, it has the drawback of assuming
that all small regions are noise, which, in many situations,is
clearly not the case. A second approach consists of relaxing
the neighborhood criterion by assuming, for example, that
regions separated by one background pixel are still connected.
The usual way of doing this is by preprocessing the bitmap
image using morphological operators (eg dilation, closing),
which have the effect of “thickening” the pixels and “filling
in” the holes [11]. Two problems with this approach are the
difficulty to find the appropriate parameters for the operators
and the lack of clear physical interpretation of the operators’
parameters. A third approach to object extraction is the use
of clustering techniques to group pixels. This opens up the
possibility of choosing between a plethora [12] of different
algorithms having well understood theoretical properties. In
the other hand, most of the robust clustering algorithms
(eg [13], [14]) have three problems when applied to object
extraction: a) the number of objects to be found should be
known beforehand, b) the algorithms’performance is strongly
dependent on the initialization and c) most algorithms are just
too complex to be used in systems subject to demanding real-
time constraints.

This paper proposes a novel clustering approach for object
extraction based on Self Organizing Networks (SON). Al-
though there exist several SON based approaches for segmen-
tation [15], [16], [17], they have been used to perform feature-
based pixel classification on images. This is accomplished by
performing off-line learning of the classes, and then usingthe
network on-line to classify the pixels of the input image. In
contrast, our approach works on occupancy grids. Every time
that the occupancy grid is updated, the algorithm is reinitial-
ized and learning is performed – using the position of the grid
cells as input – in order to construct a graph with weighted
nodes and edges. After learning, a graph-theoretic approach
is taken to merge together similar nodes: edges having low
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Fig. 1. Approach overview. The images show the different steps of our algorithm using a synthetic occupancy grid.

weights are cut, leaving connected components with high edge
values. At the same time, the weights and positions of the
nodes may be used to compute a representation of each cluster
(ie gaussian, mixture of gaussians or bounding box). Our
technique specifically addresses the above mentioned problems
of clustering based object extraction by proposing a robust
initialization scheme, and a mechanism to find the number of
objects, all within anO(NfM) algorithm, whereNf is the
number of cells on the occupancy that are above a threshold
and M is the number of nodes in the SON. The threshold
is computed dynamically in order to minimize the number of
cells to be computed.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in the next
section, we present a general approach to object extraction
using thek-means algorithm and then present the details of
our algorithm. In sectionIII we explain our implementation
of the approach and present some preliminary results against
pregenerated trajectories. Finally our conclusions and some
further research directions are presented in§IV and§V.

II. CLUSTERING-BASED OBJECT EXTRACTION

Assuming that the number of objectsk in a grid is known,
applying clustering to object extraction using thek-means (ie
Expectation-Maximization) [13], [14] algorithm is relatively
straightforward:

1) Initialize k cluster centersµi with arbitrary values.
2) Assign each grid cell whose probability is above a given

threshold to its closest cluster center.
3) Reestimate every cluster centerµi as the mean of the

points allocated to that cluster.
4) Repeat steps 2-4 until some convergence criterion is met

(eg minimal cluster reassignment).

However, in most cases, the value ofk is unknown. Further-
more, even knowingk, the quality of the obtained clustering
depends heavily on initialization, since the algorithm trends to
get stuck in local minima. Finally every iteration has a costof
O(Nfk) (whereNf is the number of the input probabilities)
and, sometimes, many iterations are needed before converging.

In order to deal with those problems, this paper proposes an
object extraction approach which combines a Self-organizing
Network inspired by the Growing Neural Gas [18] combined
with a graph theoretic algorithm used to cut edges in the
network’s graph.

A. SON-based object extraction

The network is built fromM = W ×H nodes connected
with undirected edges, arranged in a grid withH rows and
W columns (fig.1(a)). This means that, with the exception of
nodes located in the borders, every nodei will be connected to
four other nodes or neighbors (neigh(i)), individually denoted
by u(i), d(i), r(i) and l(i) for up, down, right and left,
respectively. Every nodei has two associated variables: its
mean valueµi = (xi, yi) and a counterci ∈ [0, Nf ]. In
a similar manner, for every edge connecting nodesi and j

there will be a counterei,j ∈ [0, Nf ]. BesidesW andH , the
algorithm has other two parameters:0 < ǫn < ǫw ≤ 1. The
meaning of these parameters will be explained in§II-B.

The following subsections (II-A.1 to II-A.5) describe the
steps that our algorithm performsevery time that the grid is
updated.

1) Thresholding:The approach used in order to threshold
the occupancy grid is dynamic and such that the input set for
the SON algorithm will be a sub-set of the whole occupancy
grid: the dynamic threshold is computed summing up all the
probabilities higher than a value (50% in our experiments) ,
divided by the numberNt of these probabilities(1).

∑

i∈T pi

Nt

(1)

where:
T = {i | pi > 50%}

2) Initialization: The network is initialized by assigning
values to all theµi node centers in order to form a regular
grid (fig. 1(a)). Also, the values of all the weights are set to
zero(2).

{ci ← 0, ei,j ← 0 ∀ i, j | i ∈ [1, M ], j ∈ neigh(i)} (2)

3) Learning: The learning stage takes the positionv of
every cell on the occupancy grid whose value if higher than
a threshold (1) (fig. 1(b)) and process it in three steps:

a. Determine the two nodes whose means are closest tov:

w1 = arg min
i∈[1,M ]

‖v − µi‖ (3)

and
w2 = arg min

i∈[1,M ]\w1

‖v − µi‖ (4)



b. Increment the values ofew1,w2
andcw1

:

ew1,w2
← ew1,w2

+ 1 (5)

and
cw1
← cw1

+ pv (6)

wherepv is the probability at positionv on the occu-
pancy grid.

c. Adapt the mean ofw1 and all his neighbors:

µw1
← µw1

+ pv

ǫw

cw1

(v − µw1
) (7)

µi ← µi + pv

ǫn

cwi

(v − µi) ∀i ∈ neigh(w1) (8)

4) Relabeling nodes:As a result of the learning step, the
network adapts its form to cover the objects in the occupancy
grid (fig. 1(c)). The last step of our algorithm finds groups
of nodes by merging nodes according to the weight of their
common edgesei,j . The idea is that a higher value ofei,j

corresponds to a higher likelihood that nodesi and j belong
to the same object. Under this assumption, it is possible to
compute a maximum likelihood estimation of the probability,
denoted byPi,j , that two nodes “belong together” by using
the Laplace law of succession:

Pi,j =
ei,j + 1

Nf + (W − 1)H + (H − 1)W
(9)

Also by using the Laplace law of succession, we calculate
the value of the uniform link probability distribution, which
may be seen as the maximum entropy estimate ofPi,j prior
to learning.

Ulinks =
1

(W − 1)H + (H − 1)W
(10)

In a similar fashion, the weightci is an indicator of the
likelihood that nodei belongs to an object (ie instead of the
background), which may be formulated as a probabilityPi

2.

Pi =
ci + 1

Nf + WH
(11)

With the corresponding uniform being:

Unodes =
1

WH
(12)

We use a conventional scanning algorithm to relabel the
nodes. The only particularity of our approach is thatPi,j is
used as the region-merging criterion instead of using colors or
other features. Here, we will outline the labeling algorithm,
however, the presentation of the complete implementation
details is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred
to [8], [9] for efficient linear-time ways to implement the
algorithm.

2Pi,j is an abuse of notation introduced for the sake of clarity, being
rigorous it should be written asP ([Oi = m] | [Oj = m]), where all theOi

variables are binary andOi = m indicates that nodei has been assigned to
clusterm. A similar shortcut has been used withPi for the same reasons.

The algorithm starts from the upper-left node and proceeds
by scanning from left to right and from top to bottom, for
every nodei the following steps are applied:

a. Assign the label∞ to i.
b. If Pi,l(i) > Ulinks, assign toi the label ofl(i) (merge

with left region).
c. If Pi,u(i) > Ulinks, assign toi the minimum between its

current label and the label ofu(i). Let a be that minimal
label and letb be the label ofu(i). Relabel all nodes on
the previous rows having labelb to a (merge with upper
region).

d. If i’s label is∞ assign the next unused label toi (create
a new region).

5) Computing cluster representations:Having labeled the
nodes, a clusterm may be represented using the gaussian
distribution of a pointp3:

P ∗(p | m) = N (p; µ∗
m, S∗

m) (13)

The cluster’s prior may be used to filter out clusters whose
prior is below a given threshold, it is computed as:

P ∗
m =

∑

i∈m

Pi (14)

Its mean value,

µ∗
m =

1

P ∗
m

∑

i∈m

Piµi (15)

And its covariance,

S∗
m =

∑

i∈m

Pi

P ∗
m

(

(xi − x∗
m)2 (xi − x∗

m)(yi − y∗
m)

(xi − x∗
m)(yi − y∗

m) (yi − y∗
m)2

)

(16)
Alternatively, a cluster may be also viewed as a mixture of

gaussians, corresponding to individual nodes in the cluster:

P ∗(p | m) =
∑

i∈m

PiN (p; µi, Si) (17)

In order to compute the covariance matricesSi, we use the
points located halfway betweeni an its neighbors (fig.2):

3 Hereafter, cluster parameters will be denoted by a superscript asterisk, in
order to distinguish them from node parameters

Fig. 2. Estimating the covariance, represented by the ellipse, from the
midpoints between a node (center) and its neighbors.



(a) Image from a camera installed on
the parking lot with tracker detections

(b) Image from the occupancy grid with the extracted
objects

Fig. 3. A typical frame of our system running with real data. The yellow spots are the objects on the grid, the gaussians (ellipses) are estimated by our
system.
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WhereK =

∑

j∈neigh(i) Pj is a normalization constant.
In cases where the algorithm is required to produce interest

regions it is often convenient to produce bounding boxes which
are slightly larger than the contained object. We have com-
puted the size of these regions using the difference betweenthe
maximum and the minimum mean values of the cluster nodes
as they werebefore learningthis may be regarded as finding
the area bounded by nodes which have not been adapted.

B. Learning Algorithm Analysis

Having read our learning algorithm, some obvious questions
may be: how it differs from the original GNG algorithm? and
what are the reasons for these modifications? The following
paragraphs will enumerate the differences between GNG and
the proposed learning approach and explain the reasons for
making these modifications.

1) Addition and deletion of nodes and edges.:One of the
main assumptions of the GNG algorithm is that both the
topology of the network and the number of nodes (ie units) in
it are unknown and are going to be determined using a very big
number of input samples. In our case, the number of samples
per observation is bounded by the number of thresholded
occupancy grid input cells. Hence, we have preferred to use a
fixed topology and number of nodesM . This should work well
on the condition thatM is much greater than the maximum
expected number of objects in the occupancy grid.

2) Node weight updating:The GNG algorithm is designed
to learn from randomly sampled inputs. In our case, the
probabilities are processed from top to bottom and from left
to right, this results in a skewing phenomenon in which the
same nodes get updated many consecutive times and trend to
“follow” the direction of sampling. This is due to the fact that
the learning factorsǫw and ǫn are always the same. In order
to alleviate this situation we have chosen to use a learning rate
which decays with the number of input probabilitiesci that
have been assigned to the given node.

3) Edge weight updating:The notion of attaching weights
to the links in order to model the probability that two nodes
are topologically close is present in the link’s age parameter of
GNG. However, the way it gets updated is highly discontinu-
ous and, from our point of view, not well suited for modeling it
as a probability. Hence, we have profited from the fact that no
link deletion/addition takes place in our setting and replaced
the age parameter with a counter, which we consider as more
appropriate for representing probabilities.

C. Complexity Analysis

Thanks to the existence of efficient algorithms, the cost of
labeling is linear with respect to the number of nodes in the
SON, moreover, the computation of the cluster representation
(ie gaussian parameters, mixture of gaussian parameters and
bounding boxes) may be performed at the same time than
labeling. Thus, the algorithm’s complexity is bounded by the
learning algorithm complexity which isO(NfM).

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested our approach on the ParkView experimental
platform, which consists of a network of cameras used to
observe the INRIA laboratory’s parking lot. Images coming
from the cameras are processed by a visual tracker, the
positions of the detected targets are projected into the floor
and rasterized to update an occupancy grid4 which represents
the occupancy probabilities for moving objects (ie pedestrians
and vehicles) moving on the parking lot.

Qualitative results of our experiments seem promising (see
fig. 3) but, unfortunately, we are not able at this moment
to quantitatively evaluate our experiments due to the lack of
ground truth information coming, for example, from a centi-
metric GPS. Hence, we have designed a series of supplemental
experiments using a trajectory simulator which emulates the
behavior of objects in the parking lot environment. This allows
us to use the ground truth (ie original trajectory data) to
evaluate the performance of our algorithm.

We have implemented a qualitative test, where the detec-
tions over the occupancy grid are plotted together with the

4See [19] for further detail on the approach used to update theoccupancy
grid.
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Fig. 4. Some results for five objects moving on the scene.

ground truth positions. We have produced several tests, with
up to 10 objects moving simultaneously on the scene.

Fig. 4(a) shows the obtained scatter plot for 5 trajectories.
In this scene we can see two objects starting their movement
from the bottom right, one object starting his trajectory from
the right, and the other two objects from the left. As it can
be seen by observing the scatter plot, the 5 trajectories are
observable, and there are just few detections (when objects
are close) which don’t coincide with them.

Our second test aimed to measure the detection error, as well
as the number times that an object does not get detected. In this
experiment we have proceeded in a frame by frame fashion,
where for every object in the ground truth, we have searched
the closest detection and use the difference to estimate the
error.

The obtained results are presented in fig.4(b), where it may
be seen that the detection error is low with respect to the image
scale. The graph doesn’t show high peaks, meaning that the
detection error is always moderate.

In the last experiment we have counted the number of
false positives/negatives. In this test we have searched for the
number of undetected objects (false negatives) such as for the
number of non-existent objects (false positives).

Fig. 4(c) shows that there are just few cases of undetected
objects and there is no false positive case at all. This is dueto
the fact that objects whose trajectories are close together, are
detected as a single object, since on the occupancy grid their
shapes overlap.

Another example is shown in fig.5, where we present a

more challenging test, where 10 objects are moving simulta-
neously on the scene, as may be seen from the figures, our
algorithm seems to perform well even in this case.

Concerning performance, the average processing time for
our algorithm with a 2048 node network on a128 × 256
occupancy grid, is6.7ms per frame with an average number of
cells above the threshold equal to 170. Although performance
may vary depending on the number of input cells.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed object extraction from
occupancy grids, focusing on the advantages, but also on
the problems related to cluster based techniques (ie need to
know the number of the objects to be detected beforehand,
sensibility to initialization and complexity) and proposed a
novel Self Organizing Network based on the Growing Neural
Gas algorithm with the aim of extracting objects from an
occupancy grid without knowinga priori their number and
in a fast and reliable way.

We have explained the details of our algorithm, and shown
how it may be used to find clusters in an occupancy grid.

Finally, we have discussed the qualitative experimental
results obtained with real data, and given some quantitative
measures of the performance of our approach against simu-
lated data. While preliminary, our results seem to confirm that
our approach is fast, robust and general.

V. FUTURE WORK

We see are considering several different ways to develop
our approach further. In the short term we are planning to
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Fig. 5. More results for ten objects moving on the scene.

test our approach against other existing techniques for object
extraction on occupancy grid.

In the medium term, we will integrate our approach with
a multitarget tracking technique (for instance Multiple Hy-
potheses Tracking), in order to obtain a fully functional tracker
over an occupancy grid. We are also planning to explore the
application of our approach to perform sensor fusion in the
Parkview multicamera platform.
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